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Synopsis
The ColdFusion Web Application Construction Kit is the best-selling ColdFusion series of all time used by more ColdFusion developers to learn the product than any other books. Volume 3, Advanced Application Development introduces advanced ColdFusion features and technologies, including ensuring high availability, security and access control implementations, Java and .NET integration, using feeds and web services, connecting to IM networks, and server OS integration. Complete coverage of ColdFusion 8 starts in Volume 1, Getting Started (ISBN 0-321-51548-X) and Volume 2 Application Development (ISBN 0-321-51546-3).
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Customer Reviews
I got this book, along with Volume 1 and 2, and I will say that I was more than a little disappointed. The biggest issue that I have is that half the book is not included in the book. Basically, in the front of this volume, it says that chapters 41-54 are only on-line. For me, I like having the books for reference when I am not at my computer, so having those sections on-line only are more than a little annoying! I also noticed more typo's in this volume than the other two. The actual content in the book is fairly helpful and have helped me out.-Matt

Exactly what I wanted.

It's the classical book for Coldfusion. Anyone who wanna be a master in Coldfusion must read it.